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Precessional Frequency Tuning in
Ni81Fe19=(Ni81Fe19 )1 xEux (50 nm) Bilayers
Lili Cheng, Hajung Song, and William E. Bailey

Abstract—We present a study of the precessional dynamics of
exchange coupled Ni81 Fe19 Ni81 Fe19 :Eu bilayers, 50 nm thick.
Eu codopants are of interest in soft ferromagnetic films since they
can be used to enhance the gigahertz precessional frequency ( )
in Ni81 Fe19 thin films without contributing to damping. Under“tunable” by as much as
damped precessional dynamics with
roughly 0.3 GHz were observed. Dynamical behavior agrees well
with a single-domain Landau–Lifshitz simulation at constant re4
= 150 MHz across the series. The varialaxation rate
tion of precessional frequency with bias field shows that the enhancement of resonant frequency arises from an increase of dy, matched well by static
as measured by
namic anisotropy
SQUID. An increasing contribution in factor (2.1–2.4) is mostly
balanced by a decreasing saturation magnetization
.
Index Terms—Bilayers, Eu, magnetization dynamics, Ni81 Fe19 .

I. INTRODUCTION

A

S DATA RATES in magnetic information storage
approach 1 GHz and above, strategies to control the
magnetization dynamics in thin films become a more pressing
need. While some recent work has proposed control through
precise timing of magnetic field pulses [1], [2], materials-based
strategies can offer a more straightforward implementation. We
have proposed that dilute concentrations of rare-earth elements
can be used to tune the dynamic response of ferromagnetic
thin-film magnetization [3]. A systematic variation in strength
has been observed across the lanthanide series [4]. Among these
elements, Eu is special in that it does not contribute damping to
the system, but increases the precessional frequency by roughly
0.1 GHz per atomic percentage. The dopants can thus be used
to raise a basic speed limit to precessional motion.
We examined the effect of Eu-doped thickness fraction on the
precessional frequency of Ni Fe Ni Fe Eu bilayers. The
Eu-doped Ni Fe is a high layer and Ni Fe is a lower
layer; bilayers exhibited intermediate values. This bilayer structure could be useful in magnetoelectronics such as GMR spin
valves. Our motivation is to remove dopants which control dynamics from ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic interfaces which control spin transport. We present a study of the dynamic properties
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including relaxation rate , precessional frequency , spectroscopic splitting factor , as well as static magnetic properties of
the bilayer, as a function of Eu-doped thickness fraction.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
nm
The bilayer structure SiO Ni Fe
Ni Fe Eu
nm Ta was prepared by ion-beam sputtering. Eu dopants were introduced by cosputtering with a Eu thin
foil, mounted to a Cu block, positioned in front of the Ni Fe
target by a manipulator arm with motion feedthrough. The Eu
. The total bilayer
content in Eu-doped layer was fixed at
thickness is 50 nm. The thickness fraction of the Eu-doped
. Uniaxial anisotropy was induced
region varied as
by application of a magnetic field 20 Oe during deposition.
Magnetization dynamics of the bilayer were investigated at
10–20 GHz bandwidth by time-domain pulsed inductive microwave measurement (PIMM) with step pulse field excitation
[5]. In this technique, a step current pulse is delivered to the
coplanar waveguide, generating a pulsed Biot–Savart field in a
magnetic thin film placed on top of the waveguide. The pulse
width is 10 ns and the measured risetime is 100 ps. A static
bias field, variable from 0 to 30 Oe, was applied in the easy axis
direction, transverse to the pulse field direction. For a thin film
under the combination of the two fields in the film plane, the
magnetization angle will evolve as an exponentially decaying
sinusoidal function
(1)
in which
is the equilibrium angle canted from the easy
axis, parallel to the vector sum of pulse, anisotropy, and bias
is the precessional angular frequency [5]. The
field, and
, where
detected inductive voltage is proportional to
is the component of magnetization
in the direction
for small
of the hard axis, and is proportional to
displacement angles. Dynamic measurement data were fitted to
the numerically integrated Landau–Lifshitz (LL) equation. Fit
, the relaxation
parameters, including the anisotropy field
rate , and the spectroscopic splitting factor were extracted
as a function of thickness fraction . Static magnetic properties
were measured by superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) magnetometry.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Magnetization Dynamics
Fig. 1 shows inductive waveforms of Ni Fe
Ni Fe
Eu bilayers with 5 Oe bias field. As the
thickness fraction of the Eu-doped layer increases, we see
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Fig. 1. Inductive waveforms of Ni Fe ([1
y]50 nm)= Ni Fe :
Eu ([y ]50 nm) bilayers, acquired with 5 Oe of transverse bias. Average from
y = 0 and y = 1 is also shown for comparison.

0

Fig. 2. Precessional frequency f versus bias field H of Ni Fe ([1
y ]50 nm)= Ni Fe :Eu ([y ]50 nm) bilayers, thickness fraction 0 y 1.
Inset shows Fourier transformation of data for y = 0:5 with H = 20 Oe.

 

more oscillations in the waveform over a fixed period of time,
indicating higher precessional frequency. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the primary inductive wave is 250 ps
, as compared with 330 ps for
and 350 ps for
for
. We performed a simple average between the signals for
and
, and the result is also shown in Fig. 1, which
. We can see that the response
is quite different from
from bilayers is not simply the superposition of the two single
layers. This illustrates the strong exchange coupling between
the two layers. Similar measurements were completed with
increasing dc bias fields applied along the easy-axis direction.
The time-domain data were transformed to the frequency domain by fast Fourier transform, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
is almost
The frequency of the lowest spectral peak
the same as that extracted from the sinusoidal fitting. This frequency is believed to approach the standard FMR result for
weak damping [5], [6] and was studied here. Fig. 2 shows the
extracted precessional frequency as function of bias field
for the bilayers with different thickness fraction . For the series studied, the precessional frequency has been increased by
as much as roughly 0.3 GHz across the series in the bilayers.
Magnetization dynamics measurements were fitted to both
exponentially decaying sinusoidal function and the numerically
integrated full-angle LL equation for relaxation rate . Both
methods give similar results. Fig. 3 shows the extracted relaxation
Oe as a function of thickness fraction. By both
rate at
methods, as thickness fraction changes from 0 to 1, there is no
significant change in the damping parameter. The relaxation rate
remains 150 MHz for LL simulation and 140 MHz
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Fig. 3. Relaxation rate  of bilayers, simulated from both exponentially
decaying sinusoid and numerically integrated LL equation.

Fig. 4. Dynamic anisotropy field H of the bilayers, extracted from the
interception with H in Kittel plot. The corresponding f for H = 20 Oe is
also shown for comparison. The inset is the Kittel plot for y = 0:5.

for sinusoidal function. The same analysis was also applied to
different dc bias fields and consistent results were found.
The Kittel equation describes ferromagnetic resonance for a
thin film magnetized in plane [7]:
(2)
in which
(3)
is the Bohr magneton and is Planck’s constant
– J s . From (2) and (3), plotted as
versus
, we can extract both factor and dynamic anisotropy
. Fig. 4 shows the dynamic
as function of thickness
field
fraction . The inset shows the linear relationship between
and
for the sample with thickness fraction
. factor
6.12 Oe
was extracted as 2.26 from the slope and dynamic
. As the thickness fraction of the
from the interception with
also increases. The corEu-doped layer increases, dynamic
is shown in the figure for comparison.
responding
We find that the boost of precessional frequency from Eu
dopants corresponds well to an enhancement of anisotropy.
Present results suggest an identity between dynamic and static
anisotropy field (see below).
factors extracted from both LL simulation and Kittel plot
are shown in Fig. 5. In both methods, the factor changes linearly as the thickness fraction of Eu-doped layer increases.
factor values measured by fp(HB) fits, taking the FFT-derived
values of fp, yield -factor values increasing from 2.0 to 2.3. Estimates taken by the full LLG fit are 0.1 higher, due in part to
some deviation from the simulation at longer times. The measured values for undoped Ni Fe of 2.0 and 2.1 are close to
where
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Fig. 5. g factor of bilayers, extracted from LL simulation and Kittel plot
separately. Inset: slope in Kittel plot, (  =h) g Ms, versus thickness
ratio y .

the
measured by Silva et al. The inset in Fig. 5 shows
the slope of Kittel plot,
, versus thickness ratio
. As increases, there is a slight increase in the slope, about
than for
. As later we will show that
2% more for
decreases with , this result indicates that the
magnetization
increasing rate of is slightly faster than the decreasing rate of
. Since is directly related to the ratio of orbital and spin
moment [8], [9]
(4)
the increase of across the series suggests that fraction of the
total momentum contributed by orbital motion compared with
that contributed by spin motion is strengthened as the Eu-doped
layer thickness is increased. However, at present, we have not
been able to verify this by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
ratios which
(XMCD); Fe edges of the Ni Fe show
are constant and independent of Eu doping, and only negligible
XMCD signals have been observed on Eu [10].
B. Static Magnetic Properties
The easy and hard axis hysteresis loops were measured by
SQUID magnetometry for the whole series. Shown in Fig. 6(a)
(Eu-doped Ni Fe single film) and
are those for
(Ni Fe single film). For the series tested, the squareness
along the easy axis is very well defined. As thickness fracintion of Eu doped layer increases from 0 to 1, coercivity
increases
creases from 1.2 to 2.8 Oe, and anisotropy field
from 2.7 to 11.6 Oe. The static anisotropy field agrees well
with the dynamic value. This observation disagrees with preis larger than the static value
vious finding that dynamic
in Eu-doped Ni Fe thin films (measured by magneto-optical
Kerr effect) (as in [3]); we presume that the improved resolution
of the SQUID has given more reliable data.
was calculated from the magSaturation magnetization
netic moment measured by SQUID. The volume of the measured sample was measured through a combination of profilometric film thickness and the mass of the film plus substrate.
Fig. 6(b) shows Ms as function of . As increases, Ms de-

Fig. 6. Static magnetic properties measured by SQUID at room temperature.
(a) Easy-axis and hard-axis hysterysis loops for Ni Fe and Eu-doped
Ni Fe (50 nm) single films, separately. Note the scale change of applied
field. (b) Saturation magnetization of the bilayers.

creases. This is consistent with previous data for Gd and Tb
doped films and the idea that RE moments align antiparallel
with transition metal moments (as in [4]).
IV. CONCLUSION
A bilayer method was demonstrated to tune the precessional
frequency in Ni Fe thin films with minimal effect on
the damping parameter. The measured dynamic data were
fitted to both the Landau–Lifshitz equation and exponentially
decaying sinusoid and the extracted parameters agree well with
each other. Strongly enhanced anisotropy in the films (2.7 to
11.6 Oe) is important to explain the boost in the resonance
frequency (of 300 MHz).
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